November 1, 2022

The Honorable Lina M. Khan  
Chair  
Federal Trade Commission  
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, DC 20580

The Honorable Jonathan Kanter  
Assistant Attorney General  
Antitrust Division  
United States Department of Justice  
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, DC 20530

Dear Chair Khan and Assistant Attorney General Kanter,

I write with serious concern about emerging competition and consumer protection issues that Big Tech’s expansion into the automotive industry poses. Big Tech is setting itself up to be a one-stop shop for automakers—for everything from data collection, cloud storage, and analytics  

1 to in-car navigation  

2 to voice assistants  

3 to autonomous driving capabilities.  

4 To achieve this dominance, Google, Apple, and Amazon are leveraging their market power in the mobile operating system, digital app markets, and data infrastructure spheres to become the dominant players in the automotive sphere. This expansion has potentially alarming implications for developers, workers, and consumers. I ask that you use your authority to address these concerns as they emerge and prevent further overreach by Big Tech companies.

Big Tech firms have already begun embedding themselves into every aspect of future vehicles. At its Worldwide Developers Conference in June, Apple introduced the sweeping next generation of its car infotainment system CarPlay,  

5 promising to “reinvent the car experience” and claiming that CarPlay will no longer be just an infotainment system.  

6 This next-generation CarPlay will “pow[e]r your entire instrument cluster” and provide “deep integration with the car’s hardware.”  

7 Similarly, Google has announced several automotive partnerships, including a

---

6 Id.
7 Id.
six-year partnership with Ford to integrate its Android Automotive Operating System (AAOS) into all new Ford vehicles and to provide wide-ranging data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning services. Under this partnership, Google will play a role in everything from creating “digital experiences” for Ford customers to modernizing Ford’s plant operations. Amazon is also establishing footholds for itself throughout the automotive industry, including creating autonomous driving systems, developing vehicle software, and investing in autonomous ground transportation. The rapidly expanding role of Big Tech in the auto industry raises several competition concerns.

**Bundling and Exclusionary Agreements**

Big Tech companies are using “all-or-nothing” bundling tactics to expand their anticompetitive grasp of the automobile market. Google’s AAOS product does not include other popular services like Google Maps or Google’s voice assistant. And in order for automakers to access any one of these additional services, Google requires them to purchase all of these services—a bundle called the Google Automotive Services suite. This forced bundling allows Google to leverage its dominance in navigation tools to acquire dominance in other areas (like voice assistants)—even in cases where automakers would prefer a different partner. The Department of Justice (DOJ) is reportedly already probing anticompetitive bundling of Google Maps with other Google products, and the company’s aggressive approach toward automotive services raises additional concerns.

These tactics are reminiscent of past Big Tech bundling controversies. European regulatory authorities are probing Microsoft’s use of bundling tactics to promote its Azure cloud platform after Microsoft allegedly charged higher prices for Microsoft Office services if users tried to run Office on a competitor’s cloud platform instead of Azure. When web browsers were in their infancy, Microsoft was able to make Internet Explorer ubiquitous by bundling it with the Windows operating system and restricting competing browsers’ access to Windows. Now Google and Apple are following the same playbook, seeking to make their own automotive technology ubiquitous by bundling it with their automotive operating systems and app stores. These bundling tactics, if left unaddressed, could allow Big Tech companies, yet again, to
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16 Financial Times, “Microsoft’s tactics to win cloud battle lead to new antitrust scrutiny,” Richard Waters, April 13, 2022, [https://www.ft.com/content/350e7fed-cd52-4a0a-9902-5f2d9ebc3fe7](https://www.ft.com/content/350e7fed-cd52-4a0a-9902-5f2d9ebc3fe7).
leverage market power in one sphere to cripple competition in others.

In addition to using these “all-or-nothing” tactics to force automakers to offer their products, Big Tech companies are also pursuing agreements with automakers to make those products the default option for consumers. Amazon secured an agreement with Buick to include Alexa by default in Buick vehicles. Google’s agreement with Ford requires Google Automotive Services to come pre-installed on Ford vehicles. Google has similar agreements with Polestar and its parent company Volvo to ship future vehicles with AAOS as the pre-installed default. By negotiating with automakers to have their services be the default option for consumers rather than giving consumers an upfront choice, Big Tech companies are creating barriers to the adoption of their competitors’ products.

These deals are similar to the exclusionary default agreements Google paid billions to secure to achieve its Google Search monopoly, which is currently being challenged by the Department of Justice and 14 state attorneys general. Google pays billions of dollars to Apple and Mozilla to be the default search tool on Safari and Firefox, respectively, putting an additional burden on users who may prefer a different tool. Now Google and other tech companies seek to use the same types of agreements that made Google Search ubiquitous—and that are now rightfully being scrutinized by antitrust regulators—to cement their market share in the automotive space.

App Store Gatekeeping

Big Tech’s expansion into cars also threatens to spread its anticompetitive mobile app markets practices to the automotive realm. Through their control of these app markets, Google and Apple force third-party developers to use these Big Tech firms’ own in-app payment system, preference Google’s and Apple’s own apps in app store listings, and prohibit third-party developers from sharing information about pricing on other platforms with users. The take-it-or-leave-it terms of these app markets allow Google and Apple to stifle competition and extract higher prices from users and developers. The same dynamic is emerging with Big Tech’s automotive developments. All Android Auto and CarPlay applications must be approved by Google and Apple, respectively. The combination of Big Tech companies’ exclusive control over which developers can offer apps on their app stores and their desire to be the default
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operating system on new vehicles is a recipe for anticompetitive abuse.

This gatekeeping power allows Big Tech companies to extract billions of dollars from app developers and consumers. Apple, for example, uses its gatekeeper position in its app markets to extract a 30% cut from all app store purchases.²⁷ Expanding the reach of restrictive app markets to the automotive sector will allow Google and Apple to control which competitors are allowed to host apps on its platform while extracting billions of dollars in middle-man fees from the developers that are allowed to host apps. For these developers, allowing Google and Apple to take control of car operating systems could mean an end to their ability to compete outside Google’s and Apple’s restrictive platforms. Automotive applications have significant potential to provide drivers and passengers with information, enhance safety, and provide entertainment. But allowing Big Tech companies to cement their exclusive control over the terms of auto app competition could stifle a nascent industry.

**Anticompetitive Uses of Data**

Big Tech is also laying the groundwork for potentially anticompetitive uses of data generated by its new role in the automobile industry. In order to develop autonomous vehicle technology, companies will need to collect, classify, and analyze massive amounts of vehicle data. Big Tech is positioning itself to monopolize the largest source of that data: consumers and their cars. Rather than needing its own fleet of test vehicles, Big Tech could simply leverage the fleets of its automaker partners to collect troves of valuable data.²⁸ One of Google’s automotive cloud products, the Connected Car Telemetry Platform, promises customers it will “[k]nit all of your vehicle data sources together at scale and in real time.”²⁹ Google says this product will collect and analyze car location data, telemetry data, camera footage, and radar data, and it advertises that its service is scalable “to manage millions of vehicles.”³⁰

If Google and other Big Tech firms use the masses of vehicle data they acquire to obtain an advantage over companies that are shut out of the market, the effects will be difficult to reverse. Google has not announced any guardrails on how the automotive services it offers to automakers will interact with Google’s own self-driving car company Waymo. Dozens of

²⁷ After widespread criticism of its 30% commission, Apple reduced its fee to 15% for businesses that make below $1 million in sales on the App Store. As Andy Yen, the founder of ProtonMail argues, this policy offers lower fees only to companies “not big enough to seriously compete with [Apple].” “[B]ut once you start getting traction,” Yen said, “[Apple] will immediately use anti-competitive pricing to reinforce [its] dominance.” Washington Post, “Apple cuts some App Store fees, but critics call it a ploy to avoid regulation.” Reed Albergotti, November 18, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/11/18/apple-app-store-small-business.
³⁰ Id.
companies already collect—and in some cases, sell—vast amounts of connected vehicle data. Without strict oversight and enforcement, there is a real risk that Big Tech will capture mountains of vehicle data from its self-driving car partnerships with automakers only to turn around and use that data to refine its own competing technologies.

**Anticompetitive Acquisitions**

Finally, antitrust authorities should be vigilant for attempts by Big Tech firms to use their size to buy up companies that could pose a threat to their dominance. Google’s dominance in digital mapping came in part from its acquisition of Waze, an acquisition that reportedly stifled Waze’s growth. Google Maps’ biggest competitors, an acquisition that reportedly stifled Waze’s growth.

Amazon, which is set to become the largest U.S. delivery service, has recently acquired self-driving van company Zoox and a stake in self-driving truck company Plus. These acquisitions should put enforcement agencies on alert to future acquisitions. If Amazon were allowed to control a significant share of the autonomous ground transportation market, the biggest threat to its current delivery dominance, the implications for consumers could be grave. Assistant Attorney General Kanter has called for “aggressive enforcement against acquisitions by firms that already possess a dominant position,” and Big Tech’s forays into the automotive space demand exactly that kind of scrutiny. Big Tech has already spent billions to acquire promising competitors that threatened their market power. These companies cannot be allowed to buy their way out of having to compete.

**Conclusion**

Without proactive and rigorous oversight, I fear that Google, Apple, and Amazon will bring their anticompetitive, anti-consumer, and anti-labor practices to the automotive sector. Earlier this year, several of our colleagues in the House of Representatives and advocacy
groups\textsuperscript{40} wrote to you both expressing their concern on this issue. I similarly believe these concerns should be a priority as the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and DOJ ramp up their antitrust and consumer protection efforts. I was encouraged by the FTC’s suit to block Meta from acquiring virtual reality company Within, an action that demonstrates the agency’s commitment to intervening \textit{before} further market consolidation results in harms to competition.\textsuperscript{41}

As Chair Khan has written, “it is much easier to promote competition at the point when a market risks becoming less competitive than it is at the point when a market is no longer competitive.”\textsuperscript{42} This market finds itself at exactly such a juncture. Big Tech could expand its anticompetitive grasp to the automotive sector to the detriment of consumers and workers, or it could abide by procompetitive restrictions that will ensure open, innovative markets that better serve consumers’ and workers’ interests. Given these concerns, it is important for the FTC, the DOJ, and legislators in Congress to act quickly and decisively to promote competition in this venue.

Thank you both for your continued work to strengthen antitrust enforcement on behalf of consumers and workers and for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren  
United States Senator


